ABSTRACT: Neutron reflectivity measurements on deuterated polystyrene (dPS) thin films reveal a strong dependence of the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) on both the thickness of the film and the specific confinement boundaries. A direct comparison is made between films on low energy, fluorinated polyimide (fPI) substrates with a free surface (bilayer) and the same films after capping the bilayer with another fPI layer (trilayer). For bilayers, a significant decrease in R r, the CTE above the bulk glass transition temperature, is observed in dPS with thicknesses d < 35 nm. For trilayers, a decrease of Rr is observed at larger film thicknesses, d < 60 nm. Replacing the fPI substrate with an SiOx substrate, Rr remains bulklike, showing that the length scale for deviations from bulk behavior is sensitive to the specific confining boundaries.
Introduction
The integration of a wide variety of materials on the micro-and nanoscales is the physical foundation of the microelectronics industry. Knowledge of many material properties, from dielectric constant to coefficient of thermal expansion, is critical for successful device design, simulation, and performance. Polymeric thin films, ubiquitous in electronics as packaging materials, are increasingly being investigated for use in active chip component applications and interlayer dielectrics. 1 Much recent work has shown that polymers in confined geometries can have material properties different from those of the bulk material. For example, the coefficient of thermal expansion of polymer thin films can be lower than that of the bulk material. [2] [3] [4] More widely reported are changes in the apparent glass transition temperature, T g , of supported thin polymer films with decreasing thickness. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] In the presence of favorable enthalpic interactions between the polymer film and the substrate, there is general experimental agreement that the apparent T g shifts to a higher temperature than observed in the bulk. However, less qualitative agreement is found when no strong enthalpic interactions are present between the polymer film and the confinement boundaries. Reflectivity experiments measure a rise in the apparent T g , 6 optical and mechancial techniques measure a lowering of the apparent T g , 11, [13] [14] [15] and local dynamics techniques that monitor probe diffusion toward a film interface show no difference from bulklike behavior. 16 Other thin film measurements suggest that minor differences in interfacial tension between polystyrene and substrate materials, such as silicon oxide vs hydrogen passivated silicon, produce starkly different film properties, particularly inducing either positive or negative shifts in T g . 6, 14 The free surface has also been identified as an important factor in the deviation of thin film properties from the bulk. More specifically, a reduced T g is postulated to exist in the first 2 nm at the surface layers and in freestanding films. 2, 17, 18 The lack of agreement between different groups and techniques on similar systems suggests that subtle, but extremely important, experimental effects are yet to be identified. Only by understanding the combination, and possible synergism, of all possible enthalpic effects (polar/polar, hydrogen bonding, van der Waals) and entropic effects (molecular conformation perturbation, free surface effects) can one begin to comprehensively understand and predict polymer behavior in multimaterial, highly interfacial environments like those encountered in microelectronics devices.
In this article we report the first direct comparison of free surface vs rigid confinement boundary conditions (substrate supported film with no superstrate vs film confined between both a sub-and superstrate) on the thermal expansion behavior of the same deuterated polystyrene (dPS) thin films. 19 Neutron reflectivity (NR) measurements are used to determine the thickness of thin (<100 nm), amorphous polymer films as a function of temperature. To focus on the effects of confining polymer molecules in a thin film geometry, we eliminated specific energetic interactions between the substrate and the polymer film by using a fluorinated polyimide (fPI) 20, 21 as the confining boundary. The fPI layer provides a rigid, low surface energy, impenetrable interface that subjects the dPS layer to weak, long range, dispersive van der Waals forces. To facilitate comparisons with other work, the thermal expansion of dPS films with the fPI substrate replaced by the native oxide surface of the supporting silicon wafer was also measured.
Experimental Section
To prepare the samples, thin layers of fPI (bulk Tg ) 300°C ) 50 nm thick were first spin-coated from cyclopentanone solutions onto extensively cleaned (111) single-crystal silicon wafers. The wafers were 76.2 mm in diameter, 5 mm thick, and prepared with an oxide layer, SiO x, ≈2.0 nm thick. 26 The fPI layers were then annealed at 250°C under vacuum (<10 -5 Torr) for 12 h. Bilayer samples were prepared by floating a spin-coated monodisperse dPS (Mw ) 260 000, 22 bulk Tg ) 100 °C) layer onto ultrapure water and transferring it onto the fPI-coated silicon substrate. The bilayer samples were then annealed at 150°C under vacuum for 12 h and cooled to room temperature over a period of several hours. After NR measurements, trilayer samples were prepared using the floating method to cap the bilayer samples with another layer of fPI ≈150 nm thick, thus creating samples with a SiO x/fPI/dPS/ fPI geometry. Trilayers were further annealed at 150°C under vacuum for 12 h and cooled to room temperature over several hours. NR measurements were performed again, allowing the observation of the same dPS layers in both the bilayer and trilayer geometries. For comparison of different confinement materials, dPS was also spin cast directly onto SiO x and annealed at 150°C) to produce SiOx/dPS bilayer samples. In addition after NR measurements, SiOx/dPS/fPI trilayers were made via the floating and annealing procedure above and subsequently measured via NR. No observable dewetting or morphological changes occurred in any samples during any of the annealing steps or during the thermal expansion measurements. The NR measurements were performed on the National Institute of Standards and Technology Center for Neutron Research NG7 reflectometer in a specially designed high vacuum chamber. The wavelength, λ, was 4.768 Å with ∆λ/λ ) 0.20. Before each NR measurement, the samples were raised to a set temperature over approximately 15 min and held at the set temperature ((0.2°C) for at least 30 min. The reflectivity data are presented as a function of the scattering vector in the direction perpendicular to the polymer film plane, Q ) (4π/λ) sin θ), where θ is the incident and detected angle. The reflectivity data are modeled and fit with a nonlinear, least-squares method using the recursive multilayer method. 23 Figure 1 displays two representative experimental neutron reflectivity curves with the best model fits to the data for a bilayer and trilayer sample at room temperature. The corresponding scattering length density profiles are shown in the inset. The simple sample geometry permits a clear determination of dPS thickness with additional sensitivity to experimental concerns such as interfacial broadening, density gradients, and impurities at interfaces. 24, 25 The measured interfacial roughness between the fPI boundaries and the dPS layer in both bilayer and trilayer samples ranges from 0.5 to 1.5 nm and remains constant throughout the experiment. For the remainder of this article, the error bars in each figure represent the standard uncertainty for each point. Several of the bilayer and thinnest trilayer samples were also measured with X-ray reflectometry. No hysteresis in the determined thickness was observed between heating and cooling runs, and the dPS thickness at each temperature was within the standard uncertainty of the NR determined thickness. In the trilayer samples, the scattering length density of the fPI superstrate is 20% lower than the substrate fPI layer. Annealing close to the bulk Tg (300°C) of the fPI was not done in the presence of the dPS to prevent any possible interdiffusion. The solid lines represent the bulk thermal expansion behavior of dPS glass (R g ) and rubber (liquid) (R r ) below and above the T g of 100°C. The bulk linear coefficients of thermal expansion, R l , have been corrected for the constraint that a polymer film in contact with a rigid substrate expands only in the direction normal to the sample plane. We use Poisson's ratio, ν, for bulk dPS 6 via the relationship
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where ν ) 0.325 and R l ) 0.57 × 10 -4 /°C at T < T g and ν ) 0.5 and R l ) 1.7 × 10 -4 /°C at T > T g . This produces R g ) 1.1 × 10 -4 /°C at T < T g and R r ) 5.1 × 10 -4 /°C at T > T g . To make meaningful observations, we compare measured thin film properties with the properties observed in the bulk state. This comparison for all properties best defines and characterizes any and all confinement effects of the thin film geometry.
The validity of this bulk behavior comparison is demonstrated in Figure 2 , parts a and b. The CTE and T g of the two thickest bilayer samples of 70 and 60 nm dPS are consistent with bulklike behavior. Although not shown here, several other thicker dPS films also exhibited bulklike thermomechanical behavior in both the bilayer and trilayer geometries. Also consistent with other measurements, the glassy thermal expansion remains essentially constant for all samples studied here. However, the R r values dramatically decrease as the films decrease in thickness for both bilayers and trilayers. Considering the set of bilayer samples, R r drops from the bulklike value to (2.5 ( 0.7) × 10 -4 /°C at T > 100°C when the dPS thickness is reduced to 35 nm in Figure 2c . For the thinnest sample, Figure 2d , no apparent T g is observed and the bulklike R g persists throughout the temperature range. For the trilayer samples, R r is consistently reduced relative to the corresponding bilayer (Figure 2a-2c) . The bulklike R r of (5.9 ( 0.6) × 10 -4 /°C at T > 100°C in 2a has dropped to (4.0 ( 0.5) × 10 -4 /°C while R g persists throughout the temperature range observed in Figure 2b-d. A break in slope may occur at ≈150°C in Figure 2d although not enough data points are present above 150°C to be conclusive. The changes in the thermal expansion between the bilayer and trilayer cases, particularly for the 60 nm film, are remarkable because the only difference is the replacement of a vacuum boundary with an fPI one.
From the data in Figure 2 , there appears to be an interface induced, characteristic pertubative lengthscale for R r . When the dPS film thickness drops below this value the thermomechanical properties are affected. The perturbation length goes from virtually zero in fPI substrate/free surface superstrate pair to 60 nm after exchanging the free surface boundary with an fPI confinement layer. A free surface provides a much different confinement boundary than the fPI confinement material despite the fact that both are energetically noninteractive, or even repulsive, to dPS. A coupling effect between both fPI interfaces must be present to induce such a drastic change in perturbation length of the dPS film properties. This perturbation length is also strongly dependent upon the specific substrate and superstrate pairing. This is clear from a comparison of the thermal expansion data in Figure 2 , parts c and d, with films of similar dPS thickness in Figure 3 , parts a and b. In Figure 3 , the "bilayer" is a dPS film floated onto the native SiO x and the corresponding "trilayer" is in a SiO x /dPS/fPI configuration. In stark contrast to the fPI/dPS/free surface bilayers, the SiO x /dPS/free surface bilayers exhibit bulklike thermomechanical properties even for the thinnest films studied. After further confinement with a superstrate of fPI, bulk behavior is still exhibited. The approximately bulk CTE values for these films is consistent with other reported CTE values of PS on SiO x . 2, 7 There is clearly a marked difference between the free surface and the solid SiO x interface as a confinement boundary and their respective coupling with the fPI layer.
The strong dependence of polymer thin film material properties on both thickness and state of confinement (bilayer vs trilayer) is often analyzed in terms of a multilayer model. In such a model, the dPS film consists of a layer exhibiting bulk properties between a persistently glassy layer next to the substrate and/or a more mobile layer at the polymer free surface. For example, higher T g and slower polymer dynamics in thin films have been attributed to specific interactions between polar polymer segments (such as poly(methyl methacrylate) and poly(vinylpyridine) and the substrate material (SiO x ). 3, 4, 26 These favorable interactions are thought to produce physical cross-links between the polymer segments and the substrate that effectively pin the chains at the interface introducing an persistently glassy, "dead" polymer layer at the substrate/polymer interface. Decreases in R r have been interpreted with similar dead layer arguments where as the overall film thickness decreases, the pinned interfacial layer begins to dominate the thermal expansion. 2, 4, 6 Alternatively, apparent T g shifts to lower temperatures with decreasing film thickess have prompted propositions of a liquidlike layer of constant thickness at the air/polymer interface. 2, 14 In the present study, the fluorinated substrate and superstrate layers provide for low energy surfaces with no favorable, specific interactions with the dPS layer.
In considering a stratification of different material properties in dPS, let us first address trends in the bilayer data relative to thickness. The two thickest films exhibit bulklike thermal expansion behavior. However, moving from 60 to 35 nm (Figure 2b to 2c ) a marked decrease in R r is easily observed. While R g remains bulklike for T < 100°C, R r drops to (2.5 ( 0.7) × 10 -4 /°C from the theoretical bulk value of 5.1 × 10 -4 /°C. Assuming polymer confinement at the solid substrate interface produces a two-tiered material, one with a dead layer exhibiting R g throughout the temperature range observed and the remainder exhibiting bulk CTE properties, and further assuming that the contributions from the bulk stratus and the dead-layer are additive, a dead-layer thickness of 24 nm is calculated for the 35 nm film. The thinnest film in Figure 2d is consistent with this, exhibiting glasslike expansion throughout the temperature range studied since the entire film thickness of 15 nm is less than the dead layer thickness of 24 nm. However, in considering all four bilayer plots, the multilayer dPS analysis is not consistent. A persistently glassy 24 nm interfacial layer would reduce R r at T > 100°C in Figure 2 , parts a and b, by 25% and 27% respectively, well outside the experimental uncertainty in measured thickness change. A trilayer model (three layers within the dPS layersnot to be confused with the fPI/dPS/fPI trilayer geometry described earlier), consisting of an enhanced rubbery regime at the polymer/air interface at T < T g,bulk that counteracts the persistently glassy behavior induced by substrate confinement, has been proposed to explain thin film properties. 2 This is not a reasonable explanation of the bilayer data for two reasons. First, the reported depths to which the free surface affects polymer properties are limited to 2 nm. Top layers with enhanced mobility of this thickness range would require an unphysical CTE of ≈6 × 10 -4 to 9 × 10 -4 /°C in order to counteract a 24 nm dead layer and yield the measured bulk CTE. Second, this polymer/air interfacial layer would most likely exhibit a lower T g than the bulk polymer presumably due to a reduced density. However, these ideas are contradicted by both the bulklike apparent T g and the R g,bulk observed for all films at T < 100°C.
This type of multilayer analysis also fails when comparing the bilayer and trilayer geometries. After capping the film in Figure 2a , we observe an R r of (4.0 ( 0.5) × 10 -4 /°C at T > 100°C. This corresponds to a dPS dead layer of total thickness 31 nm. According to the previous determination in the bilayer sample of a 24 nm dead layer, confinement-altered layers at both the top and bottom dPS film interface would produce a total dead-layer thickness of 48 nm, not 31 nm, and an R r of 2.5 × 10 -4 /°C, a 37% deviation from the observed R r . Interestingly, the hypothetical sub-and superstrate confinement effect appears at d ) 60 nm in the trilayer of Figure 2b with R g persisting throughout the temperature range observed. However, the dead layer is not present in the 60 nm bilayer data in Figure 2b . Not surprisingly, the trilayer data in Figure 2 , parts c and d, exhibit R g,bulk expansion throughout the temperature range studied. From the discussion above, it is clear that a simple multilayer model does not account for the property changes occurring in the dPS thin films presented here.
Other arguments have been proposed to explain deviations in either CTE and/or T g behavior from the bulk behavior. Assume the persistence of R g well above the bulk T g of 100°C in Figure 2 is indicative of T g rising to higher temperatures. While long-range, dispersive van der Waals forces have recently been shown to have a marked effect on both the stability of supported, thin polymer films 27 and morphology of freely standing polymer films, 28 these forces are much too weak to induce effective T g changes that seem to occur in the thin films. In a simple calculation in which the polyimide layers are treated as highly fluorinated infinite planes, the Hamaker constant, A, is estimated to be A ) 3.6 × 10 -21 J for dPS between fPI layers. 29 The relation P ) A/6πd 3 can be used to estimate 1-1000 Pa of compressive pressure on the sandwiched dPS layer for dPS film thicknesses of 50-5 nm, respectively. 8 The disjoining pressure experienced by the dPS film in the fPI/dPS bilayer with a free surface is of the same order of magnitude, several orders of magnitude too small to produce even 1°C of change in T g given the bulk empirical relationship ∂T g /∂P ) 3.09 × 10 -7°C /Pa. 30 Also, a change in the average film density with shrinking film thickness, or an overall thickness dependence of the polymer film density, has been suggested as possible reasons for a change in T g /CTE of thin polymer films, particularly for seemingly altered material properties very close (within 1-5 nm) to the air/polymer interface. 2, 31 Using the relationship (∂T g /∂F) ) (∂T g /∂P)-(∂P/∂F) ) (∂T g / ∂P) (1/Fκ) , where κ is the isothermal compressibility κ ) 2.2 × 10 -10 Pa -1 , 32 a density increase of 1.25-2.50% over bulk values is required for a 20-40°C rise in T g . This shift is improbable, especially in light of recent measurements of bulk average densities to within 1.0% 33, 34 and, in the case of neutron interferometry measurements, 35 within 0.5% of the bulk value for polystyrene thin films.
Conclusions
The complexity of the CTE data reveals an important characteristic of the polymer thin films: the material properties are altered within a characteristic perturbation distance of an interface that is dependent on (a) the overall dPS film thickness and (b) the particular substrate/superstrate pairing. The thickness dependence is revealed within the bilayer and trilayer sets of data. Bilayer samples below 40 nm in dPS thickness suggest an interface-induced persistently glassy layer of, at most, 24 nm. However, in the slightly thicker bilayer films of 60 and 70 nm, a persistently glassy layer of this magnitude is not observed. Likewise, the trilayer samples with d < 60 nm suggest a persistently glassy layer at least 60 nm (30 nm from both dPS/fPI interfaces). However, the slightly thicker dPS trilayer film of 71 nm exhibits a persistently glassy layer thickness of merely 31 nm combined at the dPS/fPI interfaces. A strong coupling appears to exist between substrate and superstrate that influences the physical properties of the film. The marked ability of the low surface energy fPI to lower R r above the bulk T g is clear and strongly suggests additional parameters need to be considered for predictions of polymer thin film behavior. In particular, one must consider the substrate/superstrate pair in attempts to characterize and understand the material properties of the polymer thin films.
